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Abstract of JP 8317969 (A)

PURPOSE: To eliminate possibility of leak or the like

in a fused part by providing a catheter with an
expansion unit, whose base end is fused and
connected with the tip end of the outer tube, whose
tip end is attached to the inner tube, and whose
base end or the proximity communicates with the

lumen, and thereby surely connecting the expansion
unit with the outer tube. CONSTITUTION: The inner

tube 1 is provided with a base end part, tip end part

12, first lumen 14 with an open end 13, and X-ray

contrast marker 15 for showing the position of the
xr

expansion unit 3. The outer tube 2 is formed
coaxially to the inner tube 1 ,

equipped with a main ^
body 21 and a tip end part 22, and arranged at a . ./"'- •

prescribed position 23, forming a second lumen 24. j

In addition, the tip end part 22 is composed of a
j
s
..r., .,.ir

noncross-linked olefin resin, the main body 21 is
•****-*"*-'"•' l ~ut -^-^

composed of a cross-linked olefin resin and both are

fused. Further, the expansion unit 3 is fused at the

base end part 32 with the tip end part 22 of the outer

tube 2, with the tip end part 31 fused with the tip end
1 3 of the inner tube 1 ; the expansion unit is

composed of a cross- linked olefin resin, having a
bulged part communicating with the second lumen
24 in the proximity of the base end part 32.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

IThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]A catheter with an expansion body characterized by comprising the following.

An inner tube which has a base end and a tip part and has the 1st lumen in which a tip carries

out an opening.

Are provided in this inner tube in same axle, and have with a body part and a tip end part, and

it is provided in a position which carried out specified length retreat from a tip of this inner tube,

An outer tube by which the 2nd lumen is formed between outside surfaces of this inner tube,

as for this tip end part, unconstructed bridge olefin system resin and this body part consist of

bridge construction olefin system resin, and fusion splicing is carried out as for this tip end part

and this body part.

An expansion body which consists of bridge construction olefin system resin which it has a tip

part and a base end, fusion splicing of this base end is carried out to a tip end part of said

outer tube, and this tip part is attached to said inner tube, and is open for free passage with

said 2nd lumen near [ this ] a base end, and in which contraction or folding is possible.

Said 1st lumen provided in a base end of this inner tube, the 1st opening open for free

passage, and said 2nd lumen provided in a end face of a body part of said outer tube and the

2nd opening open for free passage.

[Claim 2]The catheter with an expansion body according to claim 1 providing a metal

reinforcement body inside a body part of said outer tube.

[Claim 3]The catheter with an expansion body according to claim 2, wherein said metal

reinforcement body is tubular and a tip part is a coiled form.

[Translation done.]

http://www4.ipdl.inpit.gojp/^ 10/28/2009
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.
**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application]This invention relates to the catheter with an expansion body used for

the technique inserted and extended to the strangulation part of the heart artery used as

causes, such as myocardial infarction.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior ArfJAs a catheter with an expansion body which extends the narrow

segment in the conventional blood vessel, there are some which are shown in JP,3-731 67,A,

for example. The attachment state of the expansion body of a catheter with an expansion body

given in this gazette, The outer tube 102 provided in same axle with the inner tube 101 and

this inner tube 101 as shown in drawing 6, consist of the expansion body 103 attached to the

inner tube 101 and the outer tube 102, and the tip 104 of the outer tube 102 and the base end

105 of the expansion body 103 should weld connection of the outer tube 102 and the

expansion body 103 - it is welding by heating, where 107 is piled up, 106 and.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the lnvention]ln the above-mentioned catheter, the fusing strength

of an outer tube and an expansion body might change a lot according to both construction

material. The bridge may be constructed over the expansion body and outer tube which

consist of olefin system resin in order to raise pressure resistance. However, when the

construction material which consist of such bridge construction olefin system resin was pasted

up by weld, high fusing strength could not be expected but there was a possibility that leak etc.

might occur.

[0004]This invention does not have fear, such as leak resulting from such low fusing strength,

and let it be SUBJECT to provide the catheter with an expansion body of pressure resistance.

[0005]

http://ww4.ipdl.inpit.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje7atw3-http%3A%2F%2Fw 10/28/2009
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[Means for Solving the Problem]This SUBJECT is solved by a catheter with an expansion body

of this invention shown in the following (1) - (3).

[0006](1) An inner tube which has a base end and a tip part and has the 1st lumen in which a

tip carries out an opening, Are provided in this inner tube in same axle, and have with a body

part and a tip end part, and it is provided in a position which carried out specified length retreat

from a tip of this inner tube, An outer tube by which the 2nd lumen is formed between outside

surfaces of this inner tube, as for this tip end part, unconstructed bridge olefin system resin

and this body part consist of bridge construction olefin system resin, and fusion splicing is

carried out as for this tip end part and this body part, Have a tip part and a base end and fusion

splicing of this base end is carried out to a tip end part of said outer tube, An expansion body

which consists of bridge construction olefin system resin which this tip part is attached to said

inner tube, and is open for free passage with said 2nd lumen near [ this ] a base end, and in

which contraction or folding is possible, A catheter with an expansion body which has said 1st

lumen provided in a base end of this inner tube, the 1st opening open for free passage, and

said 2nd lumen provided in a end face of a body part of said outer tube and the 2nd opening

open for free passage.

[0007](2) A catheter with an expansion body given in the above (1) which provided a metal

reinforcement body inside a body part of said outer tube.

[0008](3) A catheter with an expansion body given in the above (2) whose tip part said metal

reinforcement body is tubular and is a coiled form.

[0009]A tip end part of an outer tube which a catheter with an expansion body of this invention

becomes from a base end and bridge construction olefin system resin of an expansion body

which consists of bridge construction olefin system resin like the above (1) is connected by

weld. As compared with bridge construction olefins, such fusion splicing has high compatibility

and can realize firm weld. Adhesion of a body part and a tip end part consists of weld of bridge

construction olefin system resin and unconstructed bridge olefin system resin similarly, and an

outer tube serves as firm weld, and via a tip end part of unconstructed bridge olefin system

resin, although it is indirect, It becomes possible to connect firmly an outer tube of bridge

construction olefin system resin, and an expansion body of bridge construction olefin system

resin.

[0010]What constructed the bridge slightly is included here unconstructed bridge olefin system

resin not only shows a non-bridging body of olefin system resin, but, and what has a degree of

cross linking lower than bridge construction olefin system resin is included.

[0011]Such fusion splicing is realizable as follows.

[0012]1 . Lay a part of body part of through and bridge construction olefin system resin on top

of a tip end part of an outer tube of unconstructed bridge olefin system resin for metaled

rodding. This overlapping portion is should weld.

http://www4.ipdl.inpit.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje?atw_u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww4.i. . . 1 0/28/2009



JP,08-317969,A [DETAILED DESCRIPTION] Page 3 of 7

[001 3]2. Put heat-shrinkable tubing made from silicone so that it continues, and it may weld

and a portion of ** may be covered, and heat from heat-shrinkable tubing made from silicone.

Since heat-shrinkable tubing made from silicone is heated where it carried out heat

contraction, it welded and ** is stuck strongly, strong fusing strength is obtained.

[001 4]3. Heat after piling up a base end of an expansion body, supposing "Weld a

superposition part" and putting heat-shrinkable tubing made from silicone at a tip of a tip end

part further next. A terminal area of strong fusing strength is obtained like the above 2.

[0015]Thus, it is easily realizable of high connection of fusing strength.

[0016]Next, since a metal reinforcement body was provided inside a body part of an outer tube

like the above (2), torque convectivity is also high and the pushing characteristic also

improves.

[001 7]A reinforcement body is made tubular like the above (3), and a tip comes to be excellent

in kink-proof nature by having considered it as a coiled form. As a method of forming in an

outer tube, such a reinforcement body, A larger thing than a coil is beforehand prepared for a

path of an outer tube, and if it heats after inserting a coil into this outer tube (however, a coil is

not inserted in order that a predetermined portion may presuppose from a tip "weld"), an outer

tube will be in the state where contracted and it stuck to an outside surface of a coil. When an

outer tube and a reinforcement body stick thoroughly, it excels in torque convectivity, and kink-

proof nature also improves and it comes to excel in operativity.

[0018]

[Example]Hereafter, with reference to the example of this invention, the contents of the

invention are explained in detail.

[0019]

[Work example 1]Drawing 1 is the general drawing of the catheter 10 with an expansion body

of this invention. Drawing 2 is the expansion part sectional view of a tip end part to which the

expansion body of the catheter 10 with an expansion body was attached.

[0020]As shown in a figure, the catheter 10 with an expansion body consists of the inner tube

1, the outer tube 2, the expansion body 3, and the hub 4 provided in the end face.

[0021]The inner tube 1 is a product made from high density polyethylene the thickness of

0.075 mm, and 1500 mm in length in 0.6 mm in diameter, and in order to have a base end and

the tip part 12, to have the 1st lumen 14 in which the tip 13 carries out an opening and to show

the position of the expansion body 3, the X ray imaging marker (platina coil) 15 is established.

[0022]The outer tube 2 is formed in.the inner tube 1 in same axle, and has with the body part

21 and the tip end part 22, it is 1270 mm in length, 0.9 mm in 1 .07 mm in diameter of a body

part, and diameter of a tip end part, and 80 mm in length, and both thickness is 0.075 mm. It is

provided in the position 23 which carried out specified length retreat from the tip 13 of the inner

tube 1 , and the 2nd lumen 24 is formed between the inner surfaces of the outer tube 2, The tip

http://ww4.ipdl.inpit.gojp/cgi4>i^ 10/28/2009
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end part 22 consists of unconstructed bridge olefin system resin (linear low density

polyethylene (ethylene-hexene copolymer (CgLLDPE))), The body part 21 consists of bridge

construction olefin system resin (electron beam bridge construction article of linear low density

polyethylene (ethylene-hexene copolymer (CgLLDPE))), and fusion splicing of both is carried

out.

[0023]The expansion body 3 has the tip part 31 and the base end 32, and fusion splicing of the

base end 32 is carried out to the tip end part 22 of the outer tube 2, Fusion splicing of the tip

part 31 is carried out at the tip 13 of the inner tube 1 , It consists of bridge construction olefin

system resin (electron beam bridge construction article of linear low density polyethylene

(ethylene-hexene copolymer (CgLLDPE))) which has an extension in which the 2nd lumen of

24, contraction open for free passage, or folding is possible in the base end 32 neighborhood.

The base end 32 is 0.7 mm in outer diameter, is 0.15 mm in thickness, and is 1 mm in outer

diameter, and the tip part 31 is 0.12 mm in thickness. An outer diameter when it extends is 2.5

mm, and an extension is 0.03 mm in thickness. The overall length of an expansion body is 27

mm. By the part applied, the size of an expansion body can be changed arbitrarily.

[0024]And the hub 4 has said 1st lumen 14 provided in the base end of the inner tube 1 , the

1st opening 41 open for free passage, and the 2nd lumen 24 provided in the end face of the

body part 21 of the outer tube 2 and the 2nd opening 42 open for free passage.

[0025]The armored tube 28 for kink prevention is prepared for the terminal area of the end face

of the hub 4 and the body part 21 of the outer tube 2.

[0026]Drawing 3 and drawing 4 are the fragmentary sectional views showing a fusion method.

As for drawing 4
,
drawing 3 is related with weld of the tip end part 22 of the outer tube 2, and

the base end 32 of the expansion body 3 about weld of the body part 21 and the tip end part

22 of the outer tube 2.

[0027]A fusion method is explained using both figures.

[0028]1. After letting the metaled rodding 50 (mm [ in diameter / 0.75 ], stainless lines

(SUS304)) pass to the tip end part 22 of the outer tube 2, put the body part 21 on the rodding

50 so that a part of body part 21 may be piled up. this overlapping portion should weld - it is

set to 25.

[0029]2. weld continuously - the portion of 25 - a wrap - put the heat-shrinkable tubing 26

made from silicone like, and heat from the heat-shrinkable tubing 26 made from silicone (it is

about 10 seconds at 130-140 **). carry out heat contraction of the heat-shrinkable tubing 26

made from silicone, and weld it - it is in the state where 25 was stuck strongly, and since

heating weld is carried out, a fuse section with strong fusing strength is obtained. (Refer to

drawing 3 )

3. next, pile up the base end 32 of the expansion body 3 at the tip of the tip end part 22, and
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weld a superposition part to it — heat after being referred to as 27 and putting the heat-

shrinkable tubing 26 made from silicone further, like the above 2, carry out heat contraction of

the heat-shrinkable tubing 26 made from silicone, and weld it - since it is heated where 27 is

stuck strongly, the fuse section of strong fusing strength is obtained. (Refer to drawing 4)

In order that neither the portion which does not participate in weld of the body part 21 of the

outer tube 2 in the case of heating weld, nor the extension of the expansion body 3 may

receive thermal effect, it is good to put the protective tubing 29.

[0030]4. Remove the heat-shrinkable tubing 26 and 26 made from silicone after weld.

[0031]Thus, after connecting the expansion body 3 with the outer tube 2, the tip 13 of the inner

tube 1 and the tip part 31 of the expansion body 3 are connected continuously. After the inner

tube 1 consists of high-density-polyethylene resin, is in the state which let rodding (0.4-mm

stainless lines (SUS304)) pass to the inner tube 1 ,
piles up the tip part 31 of the expansion

body 3, and the tip 13 of the inner tube 1 and puts the heat-shrinkable tubing made from

silicone, it is heated (it is about 20 seconds at 130-140 **). It is welded in the state where

carried out heat contraction and it was compressed.

[0032]then, after putting the armored tube 28 from the end face of the body part 22 of the outer

tube 2, The armored tube 28 is made to slide finally, it connects so that the lumen 14, and the

1st opening 42 and 2nd lumen 24 may open the hub 4 for free passage in the 1st opening 41,

it fixes to the end face of the body part 22, it covers, and as it hangs over a hub, it fixes to it

(adhesion). [ 2nd ]

[0033]The catheter 10 with an expansion body is created as mentioned above. The base end

32 of the expansion body 3 and the tip end part 22 of the outer tube 2 have compatibility

mutually, and can be welded certainly, and, as for the created catheter 10 with an expansion

body, their fear, such as leak, disappears.

[0034]

[Work example 2]The 2nd example is described. Drawing 5 is a fragmentary sectional view of

the catheter with an expansion body concerning the 2nd example.

[0035]As shown in drawing 5 , it is the structure where the reinforcement body which consists

of the superelasticity metallic pipe 50 is contained in the inside of the outer tube 2 of the

catheter 10 with an expansion body of the 1st example. Thickness is 0.07 mm in 1.0 mm in

diameter, a tip to 1/3 of the overall length is a coiled form, the pitch near a tip is only 0.5 mm
and, as for the reinforcement body 50, the pitch is spreading gradually towards the direction of

a end face.

[0036]A preparation method is described.

[0037J1. Prepare the superelasticity pipe 50 (about 1 m cm [ in overall length / 50 ], and 1.0-

mm0.07 mm in thickness in diameter) which consists of a titanium nickel alloy which is carrying

out the coiled form (the coil pitch is expanded towards a end face from the tip (0.5 mm of coil
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pitches)) from a tip to 500 mm. It continues, The tube for outer-tube main part formation (1 .05

mm in inside diameter) which consists of bridge construction olefin system resin (electron

beam bridge construction article of linear low density polyethylene (ethylene-hexene

copolymer (C
Q
LLDPE))) is put on the superelasticity pipe 50, where a pipe tip is retreated

about 5 mm from the tip of an outer-tube main part. Heat after this, the diameter is made to

reduce and the superelasticity pipe 50 and the tube for outer-tube main part formation are

stuck, the portion of the resin simple substance removed after this -- the tip end part 22 ~ weld

-- it is set to 25.

[0038]The preparation method of the 2nd next example is the same as that of the 1st example.

The 2nd example only differs in the body part 21 of an outer tube from the 1st example, and

other preparation methods and composition become the same.

[0039]Since the reinforcement body (superelasticity pipe 50) is contained, the 2nd example is

excellent in kink-proof nature, and shows good torque convectivity. Furthermore, since the

reinforcement body is not contained, pliability can become high, and a tip end part can be

formed more thinly than a body part, and can acquire high operativity even in the application

site where a zigzag coefficient is high and thin.

[0040]ln this example, although the body part 21 and the tip end part 22 of the outer tube were

welded previously, the base end 32 and the tip end part 22 of the expansion body 3 may be

welded first.

[0041]

[Effect of the lnvention]The inner tube which the catheter with an expansion body of this

invention has a base end and a tip part, and has the 1st lumen in which a tip carries out an

opening, Are provided in this inner tube in same axle, and have with a body part and a tip end

part, and it is provided in the position which carried out specified length retreat from the tip of

this inner tube, The outer tube by which the 2nd lumen is formed between the outside surfaces

of this inner tube, as for this tip end part, unconstructed bridge olefin system resin and this

body part consist of bridge construction olefin system resin, and fusion splicing is carried out

as for this tip end part and this body part, Have a tip part and a base end and fusion splicing of

this base end is carried out to the tip end part of said outer tube, The expansion body which

consists of bridge construction olefin system resin which this tip part is attached to said inner

tube, and is open for free passage with said 2nd lumen near [ this ] a base end, and in which

contraction or folding is possible, Since it has said 1st lumen provided in the base end of this

inner tube, the 1st opening open for free passage, and said 2nd lumen provided in the end

face of the body part of said outer tube and the 2nd opening open for free passage, positive

connection between an expansion body and an outer tube is made, and fear, such as leak in a

fuse section, is lost.

[0042]When the catheter with an expansion body of this invention provided the metal
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reinforcement body inside the body part of said outer tube, It is also possible to excel in kink-

proof nature or torque convectivity, to be able to form thinly further, since a tip end part is only

a tube, and to make it pliability specially, crookedness is intense, and operativity is good also

in a thin blood vessel. Said metal reinforcement body of the catheter with an expansion body of

this invention is tubular, since the tip part is a coiled form, the tip part is flexible compared with

the base end, and the reinforcement body can improve pliability towards a tip covering a

catheter overall length from a end face.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[Industrial Application]This invention relates to the catheter with an expansion body used for

the technique inserted and extended to the strangulation part of the heart artery used as

causes, such as myocardial infarction.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

PRIOR ART

[Description of the Prior Art]As a catheter with an expansion body which extends the narrow

segment in the conventional blood vessel, there are some which are shown in JP,3-731 67,A,

for example. The attachment state of the expansion body of a catheter with an expansion body

given in this gazette, The outer tube 102 provided in same axle with the inner tube 101 and

this inner tube 101 as shown in drawing 6, consist of the expansion body 103 attached to the

inner tube 101 and the outer tube 102, and the tip 104 of the outer tube 102 and the base end

105 of the expansion body 103 should weld connection of the outer tube 102 and the

expansion body 103 -- it is welding by heating, where 107 is piled up, 106 and.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[Effect of the lnvention]The inner tube which the catheter with an expansion body of this

invention has a base end and a tip part, and has the 1st lumen in which a tip carries out an

opening, Are provided in this inner tube in same axle, and have with a body part and a tip end

part, and it is provided in the position which carried out specified length retreat from the tip of

this inner tube, The outer tube by which the 2nd lumen is formed between the outside surfaces

of this inner tube, as for this tip end part, unconstructed bridge olefin system resin and this

body part consist of bridge construction olefin system resin, and fusion splicing is carried out

as for this tip end part and this body part, Have a tip part and a base end and fusion splicing of

this base end is carried out to the tip end part of said outer tube, The expansion body which

consists of bridge construction olefin system resin which this tip part is attached to said inner

tube, and is open for free passage with said 2nd lumen near [ this ] a base end, and in which

contraction or folding is possible, Since it has said 1st lumen provided in the base end of this

inner tube, the 1st opening open for free passage, and said 2nd lumen provided in the end

face of the body part of said outer tube and the 2nd opening open for free passage, positive

connection between an expansion body and an outer tube is made, and fear, such as leak in a

fuse section, is lost.

[0042]When the catheter with an expansion body of this invention provided the metal

reinforcement body inside the body part of said outer tube, It is also possible to excel in kink-

proof nature or torque convectivity, to be able to form thinly further, since a tip end part is only

a tube, and to make it pliability specially, crookedness is intense, and operativity is good also

in a thin blood vessel. Said metal reinforcement body of the catheter with an expansion body of

this invention is tubular, since the tip part is a coiled form, the tip part is flexible compared with

the base end, and the reinforcement body can improve pliability towards a tip covering a

catheter overall length from a end face.
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[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the lnvention]ln the above-mentioned catheter, the fusing strength

of an outer tube and an expansion body might change a lot according to both construction

material. The bridge may be constructed over the expansion body and outer tube which

consist of olefin system resin in order to raise pressure resistance. However, when the

construction material which consist of such bridge construction olefin system resin was pasted

up by weld, high fusing strength could not be expected but there was a possibility that leak etc.

might occur.

[0004]This invention does not have fear, such as leak resulting from such low fusing strength,

and let it be SUBJECT to provide the catheter with an expansion body of pressure resistance.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

IThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

MEANS

[Means for Solving the Problem]This SUBJECT is solved by a catheter with an expansion body

of this invention shown in the following (1) - (3).

[0006](1) An inner tube which has a base end and a tip part and has the 1st lumen in which a

tip carries out an opening, Are provided in this inner tube in same axle, and have with a body

part and a tip end part, and it is provided in a position which carried out specified length retreat

from a tip of this inner tube, An outer tube by which the 2nd lumen is formed between outside

surfaces of this inner tube, as for this tip end part, unconstructed bridge olefin system resin

and this body part consist of bridge construction olefin system resin, and fusion splicing is

carried out as for this tip end part and this body part, Have a tip part and a base end and fusion

splicing of this base end is carried out to a tip end part of said outer tube, An expansion body

which consists of bridge construction olefin system resin which this tip part is attached to said

inner tube, and is open for free passage with said 2nd lumen near [ this ] a base end, and in

which contraction or folding is possible, A catheter with an expansion body which has said 1st

lumen provided in a base end of this inner tube, the 1st opening open for free passage, and

said 2nd lumen provided in a end face of a body part of said outer tube and the 2nd opening

open for free passage.

[0007](2) A catheter with an expansion body given in the above (1) which provided a metal

reinforcement body inside a body part of said outer tube.

[0008](3) A catheter with an expansion body given in the above (2) whose tip part said metal

reinforcement body is tubular and is a coiled form.

[0009]A tip end part of an outer tube which a catheter with an expansion body of this invention

becomes from a base end and bridge construction olefin system resin of an expansion body

which consists of bridge construction olefin system resin like the above (1) is connected by

weld. As compared with bridge construction olefins, such fusion splicing has high compatibility

and can realize firm weld. Adhesion of a body part and a tip end part consists of weld of bridge
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construction olefin system resin and unconstructed bridge olefin system resin similarly, and an

outer tube serves as firm weld, andvia a tip end part of unconstructed bridge olefin system

resin, although it is indirect, It becomes possible to connect firmly an outer tube of bridge

construction olefin system resin, and an expansion body of bridge construction olefin system

resin.

[0010]What constructed the bridge slightly is included here unconstructed bridge olefin system

resin not only shows a non-bridging body of olefin system resin, but, and what has a degree of

cross linking lower than bridge construction olefin system resin is included.

[001 1]Such fusion splicing is realizable as follows.

[0012]1. Lay a part of body part of through and bridge construction olefin system resin on top

of a tip end part of an outer tube of unconstructed bridge olefin system resin for metaled

rodding. This overlapping portion is should weld.

[001 3]2. Put heat-shrinkable tubing made from silicone so that it continues, and it may weld

and a portion of** may be covered,- and heat from heat-shrinkable tubing made from silicone.

Since heat-shrinkable tubing made from silicone is heated where it carried out heat

contraction, it welded and **
is stuck strongly, strong fusing strength is obtained.

[001 4]3. Heat after piling up a base end of an expansion body, supposing "Weld a

superposition part" and putting heat-shrinkable tubing made from silicone at a tip of a tip end

part further next. A terminal area of strong fusing strength is obtained like the above 2.

[0015]Thus, it is easily realizable of high connection of fusing strength.

[0016]Next, since a metal reinforcement body was provided inside a body part of an outer tube

like the above (2), torque convectivity is also high and the pushing characteristic also

improves.

[001 7]A reinforcement body is made tubular like the above (3), and a tip comes to be excellent

in kink-proof nature by having considered it as a coiled form. As a method of forming in an

outer tube, such a reinforcement body, A larger thing than a coil is beforehand prepared for a

path of an outer tube, and if it heats after inserting a coil into this outer tube (however, a coil is

not inserted in order that a predetermined portion may presuppose from a tip "weld"), an outer

tube will be in the state where contracted and it stuck to an outside surface of a coil. When an

outer tube and a reinforcement body stick thoroughly, it excels in torque convectivity, and kink-

proof nature also improves and it comes to excel in operativity.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

EXAMPLE

[Example]Hereafter, with reference to the example of this invention, the contents of the

invention are explained in detail.

[0019]

[Work example 1]Drawing 1 is the general drawing of the catheter 10 with an expansion body

of this invention. Drawing 2 is the expansion part sectional view of a tip end part to which the

expansion body of the catheter 10 with an expansion body was attached.

[0020]As shown in a figure, the catheter 10 with an expansion body consists of the inner tube

1 , the outer tube 2, the expansion body 3, and the hub 4 provided in the end face.

[0021]The inner tube 1 is a product made from high density polyethylene the thickness of

0.075 mm, and 1500 mm in length in 0.6 mm in diameter, and in order to have a base end and

the tip part 12, to have the 1st lumen 14 in which the tip 13 carries out an opening and to show

the position of the expansion body 3, the X ray imaging marker (platina coil) 15 is established.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1]Drawing 1 is the general drawing of the catheter with an expansion body of this

invention.

[Drawing 2]Drawing 2 is the expansion part sectional view of a tip end part to which the

expansion body of the catheter with an expansion body of this invention was attached.

[Drawing 3]Drawing 3 is a figure for explaining the fusion method of the body part and tip end

part of an outer tube.

[Drawing 4]Drawing 4 is a figure for explaining the fusion method of the tip end part of an outer

tube, and the base end of an expansion body.

[Drawing 5]Drawing 5 is a fragmentary sectional view of the catheter with an expansion body

concerning the 2nd example of this invention.

[Drawing 6]Drawing 6 shows the mounting part of the expansion body of the conventional

catheter with an expansion body.

[Description of Notations]

10 .... Catheter with an expansion body

1 ... Inner tube 1

2 ... Outer tube

3 ... Expansion body

4 ..., Hub

12 .... Tip part

13 ....Tip

14 ... The 1st lumen

15 ... X ray imaging marker

21 ... Body part

22 ... Tip end part
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23 ... Position which retreated

24 ... The 2nd lumen

25, 27 ...Weld.

26 ... Heat-shrinkable tubing made from silicone

28 ... Armored tube

29 ... Protective tubing

31 ... Tip part

32 ... Base end

41, 42 ... Opening

50 ... Rodding

101 ... Inner tube 101

102 ...Outer tube 102

103 ... Expansion body

105 ... Base end

106,107 ...Weld.

[Translation done.]
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